






























Results and issues of simultaneous measurements of air temperature by 
untrained citizens in evaluating local climate; A case study in Kani City, 





















Figure1. Land use map of Kani City, presented by Kani City Office
The Kiso River flows at the northern border of Kani City, and the Kani River, a 
tributary of the Kiso, runs through Kani City from east to west. Many small irrigation 
reservoirs are maintained among paddy fields.
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Figure 2. Diurnal fluctuations in air temperature on 1 August 2012
columns; records in Hiromi, the central area of Kani City
lines; official records obtained at Mino-kamo and Tajimi Observatories near Kasni City
Measurement methods by citizens were not standardized. Higher midday temperatures 
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　We organized untrained citizens including school children for simultaneous measurements 
of air temperature at 71 stations in Kani City （87.6km2）, Gifu Prefecture, Central Japan. The 
survey revealed a characteristic distribution of hot regions, so-called “heat-island phenomena”, 
in midsummer. Differences in temperature between urban areas and suburb hillsides were 
over 7℃ during midday, and about 4℃ at midnight. Although simultaneous measurement has 
some advantages over sequential measurement in evaluating local climate, no relationship 
between temperature distribution and land use, which accompany vegetation difference 
or existence of a large water body, was detected by monitoring only 71 sparsely located 
stations. The next challenges of the survey would be to increase the number of monitoring 
sites and to standardize the measurement methods. This project is supported by the local 
government and the residents. It is aimed to monitor the changes in local temperature at 
least at 100 stations and is to be continued the survey for the next 100 years.
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